RSTime

Live Timing

&

Online results.

GET YOUR

Reach more people and engage drivers, spectators, the press and the fans for the long-

TRACK ONLINE

giving them online access to all timing information including race results, live timing

term. Give them a reason to be excited about following the races, wherever they are, by
and a spectacular Race position Tracker.



Real-time Live Timing without
delays on phones, tablet or laptop



Fans can follow the event on
the circuit or at home.



Easily upload race results to
the website.



Extensive amount of live timing layouts available.

PROMOTE YOUR

In the world of motorsports profiling your track online is a must.

EVENTS ONLINE

events. Built a commitment to your track and the events by let-

Racers and race fans ask for online services to follow the (race)
ting the people follow the race, no matter where they are.
Modern online solutions as real-time live timing and online race
results engage the people at the circuit and the fans at home.
With these services you can engage a broader public than ever
before.

CONTACT

LIVE TIMING AND RACE TRACKER

Time Service BV

With the Live Timing and Race tracker everybody connected to internet can follow the race no matter

www.timeservice.nl
www.raceresults.nu
Info@timeservice.nl

where they are. The race director, drivers, commentators, press and the fans will be ecstatic with the
extensive amount of timing information in the Live Timing.
Combined with the Tracker the real racing action on the track comes to live. The Race Tracker animates the position of the cars on the track. Even when
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you cannot see the action, you know what is happening.
The tracker are your eyes on the track.

Sanne van der Meer— Sales
and Support
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+31-621167161

ONLINE RACE RESULTS
Easily upload an impressive amount of timing information to the website. The RSTime timekeeping
system holds many interesting timing information which can be extracted from the system in clear
and useful race reports. The timekeeper generates these reports (results, lap times, etc.) from the
system and uploads them to the website with one push of a button. Take a look at
www.raceresults.nu/results for an example of event results


Results and results per class



Lap– and sector times



Heat statistics



Start grid



Lap- and position charts



Endurance reports

